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In non-inductive current drive steady state operation of tokamak reactor, it is desirable that the Qcd value
determined by the plasma current balance is the same as the Q value determined by the plasma energy balance
[Progress in the ITER Physics Basis, Nucl. Fusion 47, S285 (2007)]. The more quantitative scaling laws of Q and
Qcd are derived from the scaling laws of electron density, beta ratio, energy confinement time and current drive
efficiency. The reduced scaling laws of Q and Qcd are examined by comparison with the data of the standard
scenario of inductive operation and the reference scenario of non-inductive operation of ITER. Sensitivities of Q
and Qcd on the plasma parameters are studied and requirement is examined to satisfy Qcd ≈ Q.
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1. Introduction
In current drive steady state operation of tokamak re-

actors, the Qcd value defined by the ratio of the fusion
output power divided by the necessary power to drive the
plasma current is desirable to be the same as the Q value
determined by the energy (pressure) balance [1]. In the
case of Qcd < Q, the driven plasma current decreases and
it is necessary to add the inductive plasma current. In the
case of Qcd > Q, some part of the additional heating power
must be replaced to the same heating power which does not
work to drive the plasma current in order to satisfy the cur-
rent balance. Or it is necessary to keep the plasma current
constant and to charge the magnetic flux of the inductive
coil in the case of Qcd > Q, to prepare to drive the induc-
tive plasma current in the case of Qcd < Q. In any case the
condition of Qcd ≈ Q is desireable for non-inductive cur-
rent drive steady state tokamak reactor. In Sec. 2 and 3, the
more quantitative scaling laws of Q and Qcd are derived
by use of scaling laws of electron density, beta ratio, en-
ergy confinement time, and current drive efficiency respec-
tively. They are examined by comparison with the data of
standard scenario of inductive operation and reference sce-
nario of non-inductive operation of ITER. In Sec. 4, the
sensitivity of Q and Qcd on plasma parameters is evaluated
and requirement is discussed to satisfy Qcd ≈ Q.

2. The Q value for Plasma Energy
Balance
Although there are many parameters to specify a toka-

mak device, there are also many relations and constrains
between them. If the plasma radius a, the toroidal field Bt
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and the aspect ratio A are specified, other parameters of
tokamak are determined by use of scaling laws of electron
density, beta, energy confinement time and burning condi-
tion, when the safety factor qI, the elongation ratio κs, the
triangularity δ of plasma cross section, Greenwald fraction
NG and the normalized beta βN are given. The definition of
qI is

qI ≡ Ka
R

Bt

Bp
=

5K2aBt

AIp
,

where 2πKa is the circumference of plasma boundary and
K is given approximately by K2 ≈ (1 + κs)/2 and the aver-
age poloidal magnetic field is Bp = μ0Ip/2πKa. Therefore
the plasma current Ip is given by

Ip =
5K2aBt

AqI
.

The units of Ip, Bt, a are MA, T, m respectively.
The safety factor q95 at 95% magnetic flux surface is

given approximately by [2]

q95 ≈ qI fδ fA,

fδ=
1 + κ2s (1 + 2δ2 − 1.2δ3)

1 + κ2s
, fA=

1.17 − 0.65/A
(1 − 1/A2)2

.

The volume average electron density 〈n〉20 in unit of
1020m−3 is

〈n〉20 = NG
Ip(MA)

πa2
. (1)

The beta ratio of thermal plasma is

c© 2012 The Japan Society of Plasma
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βth ≡ 〈p〉
B2

t /2μ0
=

0.0403

B2
t

(〈n20Te keV〉
+ ( fDT + fHe + fz)〈n20Ti keV〉)

= 0.0403(γT + fDT + fHe + fz)
〈n20Ti keV〉

B2
t

, (2)

where units of n20 and TkeV are 1020m−3 and keV respec-
tively. γT in (2) is the ratio of the electron temperature to
the ion temperature under the assumption that the profiles
of Ti and Te are the same:

γT ≡ 〈nTe〉/〈nTi〉 ≈ 〈Te〉/〈Ti〉.

The sum βtotal of βth (thermal plasma) and βfast of fast ion
and α particle components is given by

βtotal = 0.01βN
Ip(MA)

aBt
,

and

βth = fthβtotal, fth ≡ βth

βtotal
.

〈X〉 is the volume average of X and fDT, fHe, fz are ratios
of ion densities of D+T, He and impurities with atomic
number z to electron density respectively.

Thermal energy of plasma Wth is

Wth(MJ) =
3
2
βth

B2
t

2μ0
V = 0.597βthB2

t V, (3)

where Wth is in unit of MJ and plasma volume V is in unit
of m−3. In divertor configuration, V = 2π2a2Rκs is used to
define the elongation ratio κs in this paper.

We utilize the thermal energy confinement scaling of
IPB98y2 [3]

τE=0.144Hy2I0.93B0.15
t M0.19n0.41

20 a1.97A1.39κ0.78
s P−0.69

h

=0.781Hy2q−1.34
I M0.19κ0.78

s (K2)1.34N0.41
G A0.05B1.49

t a2.49P−0.69
h ,

(4)

where M(= 2.5) is average ion mass unit of D and T. Ph

is the necessary heating power to compensate the transport
loss. The sum of the transport loss Ph and the radiation loss
Prad is the total heating power. Hy2 is confinement enhance
factor.

The fusion output power Pfus is

Pfus =
Qfus

4
〈n2

DT〈σv〉v〉V,

where Qfus = 17.58 MeV. The fusion rate 〈σv〉v is a func-
tion of ion temperature Ti. Since the fusion rate σv near
Ti =10 keV is approximately given by

〈σv〉v ≈ 1.1 × 10−24T 2
keV(m3/s),

the following Θ(〈Ti〉) is introduced:

Fig. 1 Θ is the function of the volume average ion temperature
〈Ti〉(keV) in cases with the profiles of parameters (αT =

1.0, αn = 0.0), (αT = 2.0, αn = 0.0), (αT = 1.0, αn = 0.5)
and (αT = 2.0, αn = 0.3).

Θ(〈TkeV〉) ≡
〈n2

DT〈σv〉v〉
1.1 × 10−24〈n2

DTT 2
keV〉

=
〈n2

DT〈σv〉v〉
1.1 × 10−24〈nDTTkeV〉2

〈nDTTi〉2
〈n2

DTT 2
i 〉
. (5)

Then the fusion reaction rate 〈n2
DT〈σv〉v〉 is expressed by

〈n2
DT〈σv〉v〉=1.1×10−24〈nDTTkeV〉2Θ(〈Ti〉) fprof , (6)

where fprof is the profile parameter defined by

fprof = 〈n2
DTT 2

i 〉/〈nDTTi〉2.
Θ is a function of volume average ion temperature 〈Ti〉 in
keV and depends on the profiles of density and tempera-
ture, and has a peak of around 1 near 〈Ti〉 ≈ 8 ∼ 10 keV.
The curves of Θ versus 〈Ti〉 is shown in Fig. 1 [4] in
cases of

n(ρ) = 〈n〉(1 − ρ2)αn (1 + αn),

Ti(ρ) = 〈Ti〉(1 − ρ2)αT (1 + αT ),

where ρ2 = x2/a2+y2/(κsa)2. Then the function Θ is given
by

Θ(〈Ti〉) = 1 + 2αn + 2αT

1.1 × 10−24(1 + αT )2〈Ti〉2

×
∫ 1

0
(1 − ρ2)2αn〈σv〉v2ρdρ,

where the fitting functon of 〈σv〉v is [5]

〈σv〉v = 3.7 × 10−18

h(Ti)
T−2/3

i exp(−20T−1/3
i ) m3/s,

h(Ti) =
Ti

37
+

5.45
3 + Ti(1 + (Ti/37.5)2.8)

.

In this case, we have fprof = (αn+αT +1)2/(2αn+2αT +1).
The profile parameter is fprof = 4/3 in the case of flat den-
sity (αn = 0) and parabolic temperature (αT = 1) profiles
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Table 1 (a) Specified design parameters in the case of inductive operation of ITER.

a Bt A qI κs NG βN fth Hy2 fprofΘ frad fα γT

2.0 5.3 3.1 2.22 1.7 0.85 1.8 0.95 1.063 1.35 0.27 0.95 1.1

fDT = 0.82, fHe = 0.04, fBe = 0.02 are specified. fprofΘ = 1.35 and Hy2 = 1.063 are
specified in order to be Q ≈ 10 (Refer to (10)). qI = 2.22 is specified to be Ip = 15.0. The
triangularity δ is 0.33. αn = 0.1, αT = 1.0.

(b) Reduced parameters.

Q R Ip τE n20 〈Ti〉 〈Te〉 Wth Pfus Pext Prad βtotal q95

9.8 6.2 15.0 3.75 1.01 8.01 8.81 338 424 42 33.2 0.025 3.0

Pn, Pα, Pext, Prad in unit of MW, Wth in unit of MJ. Ip in unit of MA. n in unit of 1020 m−3,
T in unit of keV.

and fprof = 9/5 in the case of more peaked profile of tem-
perature (αn = 0, αT = 2).

The fusion output power Pfus is reduced to

Pfus = 4.77
f 2
DT

(γT + fDT + fHe + fI)2
fprofΘ(〈Ti〉)β2

thB4
t V

= 1.19 fdil fprofΘ(〈Ti〉)β2
thB4

t (2π2κsAa3)(MW)

= 2.35 × 10−3 fdil fprofΘ(〈Ti〉)κs f 2
thβ

2
NI2

p B2
t Aa, (7)

where Ip = (5K2/qI)(aBt/A) and fdil is the dilution param-
eter of DT fuel due to He and impurities ions: that is,

fdil ≡
(
2

fDT

(γT + fDT + fHe + fz)

)2

=

(
2

γT + 1

)2 (
(1 − 2 fHe − z fz)

1 − [ fHe + (z − 1) fz]/(γT + 1)

)2

.

(8)

The α particle fusion output power Pα is

Pα =
Pfus

5
.

When the absorbed external heating power is denoted
by Pext and the heating efficiency of α heating is fα, the
total heating power is fαPα + Pext. When the fraction of
radiation loss power to the total heating power is frad, the
heating power Ph to compensate transport loss is given by

Ph = (1 − frad)( fαPα + Pext).

When Q ratio is defined by the ratio of total fusion output
power Pfus = Pn + Pα = 5Pα (Pn is neutron output power)
to absorbed external heating power Pext, Q is

Q =
Pfus

Pext
.

Then Ph is reduced to

Ph = (1 − frad)

(
fα +

5
Q

)
Pα.

Therefore the equation of power balance is

Wth

τE
= Ph = (1 − frad)

(
fα +

5
Q

)
Pα. (9)

From (3) (4) (7) and (9), we have

B0.73
t a0.42

A0.26

(
fα +

5
Q

)0.31

= 2.99
[ 1
(1 − frad) fdil( fprofΘ)

]0.31

× q0.96
I ( fthβN)0.38

Hy2M0.19N0.41
G K1.92κ0.09

s
. (10)

and
1
Q
+

fα
5

=
6.83

(1 − frad) fdil( fprofΘ)

×
[ q0.96

I ( fthβN)0.38

Hy2M0.19N0.41
G (K2)0.96κ0.09

s

(
A0.26

a0.42B0.73

)]3.226
. (11)

When parameters a, Bt, A are specified, then Q value
and other parameters can be evaluated and are shown in Ta-
ble 1 in the case of inductive operation of ITER. The result
of this simple analysis is relatively consistent with ITER
design parameters [6] given by Table 2 (inductive opera-
tion). 〈Ti〉 in Table 1 is calculated by use of (1), (2) and (8)
as follows;

〈Ti〉 = 〈nTi〉
〈n〉
〈Ti〉〈n〉
〈nTi〉 =

〈nTi〉
〈n〉

1

f (2)
prof

, (12)

where 〈n〉 and 〈nT 〉 are given by (1) and (2) respectively
and f (2)

prof ≡ 〈nT 〉/〈n〉〈T 〉 ≈ (1 + αn)(1 + αT )/(1 + αn + αT ).

3. The Qcd Value for Plasma Current
Balance
In the case of non-inductive steady state tokamak, we

need the necessary power for current drive. The plasma
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Table 2 Parameters of ITER [1, 6].

inductive operation non-inductive operation
Ip(MA) 15 Ip 9
Bt(T) 5.3 Bt (5.17)
R/a(m) 6.2/2.0 R/a (6.35/1.84)
A 3.1 A 3.45
κs 95/δ95 1.7/0.33 κs 95/δ95 (1.84/0.41)
〈ne〉(1020m−3) 1.01 ne(0)(1020m−3) 0.6
NG 0.85 NG/nG ∼ 0.62/0.85
〈Ti〉/〈Te〉(keV) 8.0/8.8 Te(0)/Ti(0) 37/34
Wthermal/Wfast(MJ) 325/25
τtr

E(s) 3.7
Hy2 = τ

tr
E/τ

IPB98y2
E 1.0 Hy2 1.5∼1.7

Pfus(MW) 410
Pext(MW) 41 PNB(MW) 34
Prad(MW) 48 PEC(MW) 20
Zeff 1.65
βt(%) 2.5 βt,th(%) ∼ 1.9
βp 0.67 βp,th ∼ 1.2
βN 1.8 βN,th ∼ 2
q95 3.0 q95 ∼ 6
qI 2.22
li 0.86
Q 10 Q ∼ 5
fR 0.39
fDT/ fHe(%) 82/4.1
fBe/ fAr(%) 2/0.12

current Ip is the sum of the bootstrap current Ibs and the
driven current Icd. Bootstrap current density is given by

j(r) ≈ −
( r
R

)1/2 ∂p
∂r

1
Bp(r)

,

in the case of circular cross section. The bootstrap current
is

Ibs = −
∫ a

0

( r
R

)1/2 ∂p
∂r

1
Bp(r)

2πrdr

= −
( a
R

)1/2 〈p〉
Bp(a)

2πa
∫ 1

0

1
bp(ρ)

∂(p/〈p〉)
∂ρ

ρ1.5dρ

Ibs

Ip
=

( a
R

)1/2 〈p〉
B2

p(a)/2μ0

(
−0.5

∫ 1

0

1
bp(ρ)

∂(p/〈p〉)
∂ρ

ρ1.5dρ

)
,

where Bp(r) = μ0Ip/2πa, bp(ρ) ≡ Bp(r)/Bp(a), ρ = r/a.
When the average poloidal beta is denoted by βp, we have

Ibs

Ip
= cb(a/R)0.5βp,

where cb is

cb = −0.5
∫ 1

0

1
bp(ρ)

∂(p/〈p〉)
∂ρ

ρ1.5dρ

= −0.5
∫ 1

0

qI(ρ)
qI(1)

∂(p/〈p〉)
∂ρ

ρ0.5dρ.

(qI(r) = (r/R)(Bt/Bp(r)).
Since βt = 0.01βNIp/(aBt), Bp/Bt = μ0Ip/(2πKaBt) =

0.2K(Ip/aBt), Bp/Bt = aK/RqI, βp is reduced to

βp = 0.25K2βN(aBt/Ip) = 0.05AβNqI,

and
Ibs

Ip
= CbsA

0.5βNqI, Cbs = 0.05cb. (13)

When the driven current and the driving power are denoted
by Icd and Pcd, the current drive efficiency ηcd is defined by

Icd =
ηcd

〈n〉R Pcd.

The current drive efficiencies of LHCD [7, 8], ECCD [9])
and NBCD [10–12] are all proportional to the electron tem-
perature Te. Then the driven current Icd is

Icd =
(ηcd/〈Te〉)〈n〉〈Te〉

〈n〉2R
Pcd

=
(ηcd/〈Te〉)〈n〉(〈Te〉 + ( fDT + fHe + fz)〈Ti〉)
〈n〉2R(1 + ( fDT + fHe + fz)〈Ti〉/〈Te〉) Pcd,

and

Icd(MA) ≈

2.48 × 10−2

⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝ ηcd19/〈Te keV〉
f (2)
prof[1 + ( fDT + fHe + fz)/γT ]

⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
1403125-4
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Table 3 (a) Specified design parameters in a case of non-inductive operation of ITER.

a Bt A qI κs NG βN fth Hy2 fprofΘ frad fα

1.84 5.17 3.45 3.35 1.84 0.63 2.15 0.95 1.702 1.20 0.3 0.95

fDT = 0.82, fHe = 0.04, fBe = 0.02 and δ = 0.41 are specified. fprofΘ(〈Ti〉) = 1.2 is
specified in order to be Q ≈ 5 (Refer to (10)). qI = 3.34 is specified to be Ip ≈ 9.0 MA.
αn = 0.03, αT = 2.0, γT = 1.08

(b) Reduced parameters.

Q R Ip τE n20 〈Ti〉 〈Te〉 Wth Pfus Pext Prad βtotal

5.01 6.35 9.02 3.88 0.534 12.0 13.0 241 228 45.5 26.6 0.020

Pn, Pα, Pext, Prad are in the unit of MW and Wth is in the unit of MJ. Ip is in the unit of
MA. The power of current drive Pcd is assumed to be Pcd = Pext. The approximate value
of q95 ≈ qI fδ fA is 4.69, which is different from that of Table 2. T (0) = (1+αT )〈T 〉 ≈ 3〈T 〉.
Refer to Table 2 (non-inductive operation).

· fthβNIp(MA)Bt

Aa2〈n〉220

Pcd(MW),

where ηcd19 is in the unit of 1019(A/Wm2) and 〈Te keV〉 is
the volume average electron temperature in unit of keV, so
that we have

Icd

Ip
= Ccd

βNBt

Aa2〈n〉220

Pcd(MW),

Ccd = 2.48 × 10−2 (ηcd19/〈Te keV〉) fth

[1 + ( fDT + fHe + fz)/γT ] f (2)
prof

.

(14)

Since

Ibs/Ip + Icd/Ip = 1,

is the necessary condition for the steady state operation,
the required power of current derive Pcd is

Pcd =
(1 −CbsA0.5βNqI)aRn2

20

CcdβNBt
.

Fusion power Pfus is given by (7) as follows

Pfus = Cfusβ
2
NI2

p B2
t Aa,

Cfus = 2.36 × 10−3 fdil( fprofΘ)κs f 2
th,

so that Qcd ≡ Pfus/Pcd is given by

1
Qcd
=

(1 −CbsA0.5βNqI)n2
20aR

Cfus(βNBt)2Ip(MA)2AaCcdβNBt

=
(1 −CbsA0.5βNqI)N2

G

π2CcdCfus(βNBta)3
. (15)

The increase of A1/2βNqI is favorable to increase the boot-
strap current and the increase of (βNBta)3/N2

G is favorable

to increase Qcd ratio, however increase of qI ∝ 1/Ip (de-
crease of Ip) and decrease of ne degrade confinement time
and need the larger confinement enhance factor Hy2.

ITER reference scenario 4, type II in Ref. [1] of non-
inductive steady state operation of ITER is selected to ex-
amine. In this non-inductive steady state operation sce-
nario, the bootstrap current and driven current are 4.5 MA
and 4.5 MA respectively (refer to Table 2). The parameters
of R, a, Bt, κs/δ in non-inductive operation are referred
from Ref. [13]. NG, βt,th, βp,th, βN,th in non-inductive oper-
ation are estimated values of Greenwald parameter and the
thermal component of β’s from Ref. [1] respectively. Spec-
ified values of parameters are shown in Table 3 (a) and the
reduced parameters are given in Table 3 (b). These values
are relatively consistent with the parameters of reference
scenario 4, type II. Refer to Table 2 (non-inductive opera-
tion).

The specified bootstrap current Ibs = 4.5 MA. This
specification requires Cbs = 0.0374 and then cb = 0.748.

In the full non-inductive current drive experiment in
JT60-U (a/R = 0.24, βp = 2.7, reversed shear), the esti-
mated value of cb is 0.6 [14]. The result of the simulation
Ibs = 4.5 MA of reference scenario 4, type II is proba-
bly due to the profile optimization of plasma pressure and
safety factor.

The specified externally driven current is Icd =

4.5 MA with Pcd = Pext = 41.4 MW. The necessary value
of Ccd is Ccd = 0.329×10−2 and the necessary current drive
efficiency ηcd is given by (14) as follows

ηcd19 = 0.133
f (2)
prof[1 + ( fDT + fHe + fz)/γT ]

fth
〈Te keV〉

≈ 0.259〈Te keV〉.
(ηcd19 is in unit of 1019A/(Wm2)).

The experimental current drive efficiency by the neg-
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Table 4 Variables xi and their exponents αi in the equation (16).

Hy2 M K2 qI NG βN A a Bt Θ(〈T 〉)

3.23 0.613 3.10 -3.10 1.32 -1.23 -0.839 1.35 2.36 1.0

Note that Δ(K2)/K2 = (k2
s /K

2)(Δks/ks). The exponent α of ks is 0.29.

Table 5 Variables yi and their coefficients γi in the equation (17).

qI NG βN A a Bt Θ(T )

Ibs/Icd -2 3 + Ibs/Icd 0.5Ibs/Icd 3 3 1

ative ion based neutral beam with the beam energy of
360 keV is

η
exp
nb19≈0.1Te(0)keV=0.1

Te(0)
〈Te〉 〈Te keV〉∼0.3〈Te keV〉,

in the range of Te(0) = 1 ∼ 13 keV [15].
The experimental current drive efficiency by the elec-

tron cyclotron wave is

η
exp
ec19 ≈ 0.03Te(0)keV,

in the range of Te(0) = 6 ∼ 21 keV [16]. The optimiza-
tion for higher current drive efficiency has not been made
in JT-60U experiments. It is reported that the optimized
value is ηcode

ec19 ≈ 2.0 in the case of Te(0) = 20 keV (ηcode
ec19 ≈

0.1Te(0)keV) according to the code [16,17]. The theoretical
prediction of the electron cyclotron current drive efficiency
is ηtheo

ec19 ∼ 0.1Te(0)keV [18].
The result of the simulation Icd = 4.5 MA is due to the

assumption of predicted theoretical current drive efficiency
of EC wave which is not demonstrated by experiments yet.

4. Sensitivity of Q and Qcd on Plasma
Parameters
The Q value and Qcd are quite different quantities with

each other. Qcd does not depend on the confinement en-
hance factor Hy2, while Q does not depend on Cbs and Ccd.
Even if they are the same value initially, they may change
differently. Therefore the sensitivities of their variation ΔQ
and ΔQcd on their variables must be taken into account.
Since Q is given by (11) in the form of

1
Q
+

fα
5
= CΠi x

−αi
i ,

we have

ΔQ
Q
=

∑
αi

(
1 +

fα
5

Q

)
Δxi

xi
+

fα
5

Q
Δ fα
fα
, (16)

where xi and the exponents αi are given in Table 4.

The Q value is sensitive to Hy2, ks, qI and Bt respectively.
Similarly, ΔQcd is given by

ΔQcd

Qcd
=

∑
i

γi
Δyi

yi
, (17)

where yi and γi are given in Table 5. Qcd is sensitive to
NG, βN, Bt and a respectively. Note that αqI = −3.097,
αNG = +1.326 and αβN = −1.26 in the Q value, while
γqI = Ibs/Icd, γNG = −2 and γβN = +4 in the QCD value.
Θ(〈Ti〉) is the function of the volume average ion temper-
ature 〈Ti〉 and 〈Ti〉 ∝ βNBta/NG (refer to (12)). Therefore
we have

ΔΘ

Θ
=

(
∂Θ/∂〈Ti〉
Θ/〈Ti〉

)
Δ〈Ti〉
〈Ti〉

=

(
∂Θ/∂〈Ti〉
Θ/〈Ti〉

) (
ΔβN

βN
+
Δa
a
− ΔNG

NG
+
ΔBt

Bt

)
.

The value of βN is near the stability limit, while the
values of qI and NG have the margin to the stability limits in
the steady state operation scenario. Therefore we choose qI

and NG as the control parameters. Let us consider the two
different steady state operations with the same parameters
except (qI,NG) and (qI + ΔqI,NG + ΔNG). Then we have

ΔQ
Q
=

(
1 +

fα
5

Q

)

×
[
−3.10

ΔqI

qI
+

(
1.32 − ∂Θ/∂〈Ti〉

Θ/〈Ti〉
)
ΔNG

NG

]
,

ΔQcd

Qcd
=

Ibs

Icd

ΔqI

qI
−

(
2 +
∂Θ/∂T
Θ/T

)
ΔNG

NG
.

In the case of steady state operation reference scenario 4,
type II in Ref. [5], the ion temperature is high (Ti(0) =
34 keV) with peaked profile, so that ∂Θ/∂T ≈ −0.0483 is
negative (refer to Fig. 1) and the fusion reaction rate de-
creases as the average ion temperature increases. Then
we have (∂Θ/∂〈Ti〉)/(Θ/〈Ti〉) = −0.76 and Δ(log Q) =
−6.05(Δ log qI) + 4.06(Δ log NG), Δ(log Qcd) = Δ(log qI) −
1.24Δ(log NG).

The dependences of Q and Qcd on NG and qI are
shown in Fig. 2.
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Fig. 2 The dependences of Q and Qcd on NG are shown in the
upper figure and the dependences of Q and Qcd on qI are
shown in the lower figure in the case of the ITER refer-
ence scenario 4, type II in Ref. [1]. The vertical axis and
the horizontal axis are in log scale.

Fig. 3 The dependence of Qcd on NG under the constraint of
ΔQ = 0, that is, ΔqI/qI = 0.671ΔNG/NG. The vertical
axis and the horizontal axis are in log scale.

Under the constraint of ΔQ = 0, that is, ΔqI/qI =

0.671ΔNG/NG, we have ΔQcd/Qcd = −0.569(ΔNG/NG)
and the dependence of Qcd on NG is shown in Fig. 3. Re-
duction of NG is more effective to increase of Qcd than the
effect that the decrease of qI (increase of Ip) reduces Qcd

under the constraint of ΔQ = 0.

5. Conclusion
More quantitative scaling laws of Q and Qcd are de-

rived and examined by comparison with the data of stan-
dard scenario of inductive operation and reference scenario
of non-inductive operation of ITER. It is cofirmed that the
results of scaling laws of Q and Qcd are consistent with the
data of both standard scenario of inductive operation and
reference scenario of non-inductive operation of ITER.

The dependence of Q and Qcd on plasma parameters
are studied and it is found that the control of safety factor qI

and Greenwald fraction NG is effective to satisfy Qcd = Q.
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